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ABSTRACT This article presents linear oscillating actuator (LOA) which generates bidirectional linear
thrust force. Design topology of the proposed LOA contains an outer mover and an inner stator design. Two
axially magnetized and tubular-shaped permanent magnets (PMs) are mounted on the mover. Due to the
higher magnetic flux density of axially magnetized PMs in a specific direction, it generates higher thrust
force than radially magnetized PMs. The proposed LOA operates on single-phase alternating source. All the
design specifications of the LOA are optimized through finite element method (FEM) and optimum values of
the design parameters are obtained. Output parameters such as the stroke length and thrust force are analyzed
for multiple magnitudes of the input parameters such as current using FEM. Additionally, other parameters
like back emf, coil current and winding resistance are analyzed at resonance. Effect of motor constant is
investigated toward both directions of the force, which shows identical replication. Output parameters of the
LOA are compared with already designed topologies of the LOA for refrigeration system. Proposed LOA
demonstrates promising improvements in terms of motor constant and thrust force compared to the volume
of the LOA. Moreover, proposed LOA is comparatively convenient to fabricate as well.

INDEX TERMS FEM, linear compressor, moving magnet linear actuator, outer mover design topology.

I. INTRODUCTION
LOA provides controlled linear oscillatory motion (LOM)
between two extreme positions. Displacement of the moving
part of the LOA between two peak points is called stroke of
the LOA [1]. Compared to conventional actuation method
where LOM is generated by a special mechanism called
crankshaft, LOA produces LOM without using any inter-
mediate conversion mechanism. The main drawback of the
conventional actuation method is more friction points due to
additional numbers of mechanical parts. Furthermore, in the
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conventional method, thrust force is decomposed into radial
and tangential components, resulting in low efficiency of
the machine [2], [3]. LOA gives LOM of specific frequency
that is equal to the frequency of single-phase input alternat-
ing supply [4]. Advantages of the LOA over conventional
method are: adjustable stroke, high frequency oscillations,
easily controllable, reduced number of mechanical parts and
lower fabrication cost. Moreover, LOAs work on a resonance
frequency that can be picked on the basis of mover mass
and spring constant. At this frequency, moving part (mover)
requires less amount of electromagnetic thrust force [5].
Stator, static part of the LOA yields, controlled electromag-
netic field and mover adjusts its position to provide least
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reluctance path to magnetic flux. Due to adjustment of the
mover position, linear oscillations are produce [6]. Based on
the mover moving part of the LOA, there are three types of
mover configurations: movingmagnet, moving iron andmov-
ing coil. Moving magnet type or moving magnet along with
iron core is more efficient than others because of their charac-
teristically high thrust density and efficiency of the actuator.
Moreover, moving magnet actuator has fast response which
is suited to harsh environment and low moving mass [7]–[9].
Stator configuration also influences the performance of LOA
to a great extent. Configuration which provides ease to the
flow ofmagnetic flux enhances the performance of LOA [10].
Radial magnetized tubular magnets are made of numbers of
unidirectional magnets that reduce the mechanical strength
of the mover and assembly of the actuator becomes complex.
Moreover, it is difficult to perfectly magnetize radial magnet
compared to axial magnets [11]. The magnetization of radial
magnets is not perfectly radial and generates magnetic flux
in different directions [12]. A radial magnetized outer mover
moving magnet actuators are studied in [13], [14]. Numerous
topologies are used for the design of LOA and these can be
replaced by tubular structure and it is the best option given
the reasons of solid packaging and volumetric efficiency [6].
Additionally, tubular assembly has no end winding, high air
gap flux density and high efficiency [15].

FIGURE 1. 2-D Axisymmetric topology of LOA.

Split ratio, the ratio of stator outer diameter to the stator
inner diameter, is studied in [16]. This analysis concludes
that optimal split ratio enhances the output parameter of
the actuator like thrust force and efficiency. Consequence
of the split ratio is variation in the mover mass. Mover
mass causes an effect on the value of resonance frequency.
Appropriate dimensions of the different parameters within
constrained volume of LOA show significant effects on out-
put parameter like thrust force and stroke [17]. Reduction

FIGURE 2. Bi-directional extreme positions of the mover (a) +z extreme
position (b) −z extreme position.

of loses also improves the performance of the actuator. Dif-
ferent techniques are used for the reduction of iron loses.
A method used in [18] is studied, which significantly reduces
iron loses. Making the moving part of the electric motor
slightly extended reduces the fringing effect that further
improves the performance of LOA [19]. Some unwanted
impact of mechanical bearing is affecting LOA. Mechanical
bearings are replaced by a special levitation method in [20].
Since the main flaws using mechanical bearing are friction,
uncleanness due to wear and lifetime. This approach proposes
the concept of using magnetic bearings. Applications where
small volume of actuator are required LOA is used due small
size and high thrust density [21]. Proposed LOA can be used
for several applications such as compressor for refrigeration
system [1]–[6], robot, micro-positioning, and bio-medical
machines [20], [22].

This paper proposes a novel topology of an outer mover
moving magnet LOA using tubular shaped and axially mag-
netized PMs. 2-D axisymmetric structure and CAD model
are used for better understanding of the structure and work-
ing principle of the LOA. Topology is optimized by using
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FIGURE 3. CAD model of proposed LOA (a) Full view (b) Section view
(c) Exploded view.

parametric sweep and by selecting the optimum value of the
parameter. Output parameters like thrust force and stroke
are analyzed for direct current (DC) and alternating cur-
rent (AC) through FEM simulations. Basic conditions for
creating electrical and mechanical resonance are analyzed.
Detailed analysis of back emf is performed at resonance
conditions. Output parameters of the considered LOA are
compared with existing LOA which demonstrates improve-
ments in term of motor constant, thrust force and ease in
manufacturing.

II. STRUCTURE AND OPERATING PRINCIPLES
A 2-D axisymmetric structure of proposed outer mover inner
stator LOA is shown in the (Figure 1). As shown, this topol-
ogy is composed of twomajor parts: static andmoving. Stator
is the static part of the LOA, which is further consist of stator
core and winding. A concentrated type winding is wound

TABLE 1. Dimensions of design parameters of proposed LOA.

around the central core of the stator. Stator core is a wheel
shaped part of the LOA. SinceMagnetic flux lines are bounce
back at the sharp corner of the core, these produce additional
reluctance to the magnetic flux. To provide least reluctance
path to the flow of magnetic flux, pole-shoes are attached
at the end of each stator leg. When the coil is excited by
an AC for half cycle of an AC, magnetic flux is produces
at one stator leg and leaves from the other. For remaining
half cycle, the direction of magnetic flux density becomes
opposite as shown in the (Figure 1). Mover that is the moving
part of LOA is composed of three parts: two PMs and mover
core. PMs are ring structured and axially magnetized. The
corners of the PMs at the stator poles are made fillet. The
purpose of making fillet PMs is to provide ease in magnetic
flux path. The direction of magnetization of both PMs is
inward and opposite to one another. Mover core is also ring
structured and housed between two PMs. By using parametric
sweep, all the geometrical parameters of the proposed LOA
are optimized. Values of the optimized geometric parameters
of the LOA are shown in (Table 1). For presenting the real
view of the LOA, CADmodels are shown in (Figure 3), where
(Figure 3(a)) shows complete structure of LOA. (Figure 3(b))
and (Figure 3(c)) present section and exploded view of LOA,
respectively.

Operating principle of proposed LOA: when the stator
winding is energized by an electric current, stator poles (legs)
become momentarily magnetized. At one instant, one stator
pole yields magnetic field lines and turns as a north pole.
Second pole of the stator becomes south pole at the same time.
Due magnetic field alignment phenomena, stator second pole
receives magnetic flux lines which pass through the mover
core. At instant when the direction of the current is inward,
mover receives thrust force toward +z direction. Figure 2(a)
shows the +z utmost position of the mover where mover is
displaced 6 mm toward +z axis. At this moment, right stator
pole (leg) becomes south pole and attracts north pole of the
PM. The second pole (leg) of the stator becomes as north
pole and produces repel force on the mover. Moreover, mover
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provides least reactance route to magnetic flux lines receiving
by stator. The completed magnetic flux route is represented
by an arrow. Similarly, (Figure 2(b)) demonstrates the −z
peak point of the mover. At this moment, left stator pole (leg)
becomes south pole and attracts north pole of the PM. Also,
at this position of the mover, mover provides least reluctance
route to magnetic flux lines. When the winding is energized
by single phase AC for half cycle of an AC, magnetic field is
produced in one direction. At this instant, mover experiences
thrust force in one direction. In remaining half cycle of anAC,
the direction of magnetic field becomes opposite, and mover
experiences thrust force in opposite direction. By continuous
supply of a single-phase AC, mover oscillates between two
extreme positions called the stroke of the LOA.

III. FEM DESIGN
A 2-D axisymmetric topology of proposed LOA as discussed
in section. 2 is built in COMSOL Multiphysics software as
shown in (Figure 4). Radial components of the geometry
are created in r plan and length of the actuator is built in z
planwith same geometric parameters as discussed in previous
section. Geometry of the LOA is divided into different region:
R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, R6, R7, R8 and R9. R1 represents the sur-
rounding environment of the actuator and rest of the regions
show different portions of the LOA. Material of R1R7, R8 and
R9 are defined as air. Similarly, regions R2, R3, R4, R5 repre-
sent core part of the LOA that is defined as low carbon steel
(1010).R6 represents winding coil and it is defined as copper.
In magnetic field module, core regions R2, R3, R4 and R5 are
defined as BH curve constitutive relationship for assigning
saturation property. Similarly, the magnetic properties of R8
and R9 are defined as remnant flux density. The value of
magnetic flux density is kept 1.3 T [1]. The directions of
magnetic flux density of R8 and R9 are set along +z and −z
directions, respectively.

Two types of studies are analyzed: stationary and time
dependent. During the stationary analysis, different magni-
tudes and directions of DC are applied to the coil. Positive
value of the DC shows direction of the current into the
screen and for negative value of the DC, direction of the
DC becomes opposite. Force is calculated on all part of
the mover. Two types of graphs, line and point graph are
plotted. Data associated with line is plotted on line graphs,
like magnetic flux density. Using the same technique, data
linked to a point are plotted on point graph like thrust force.
Data linked to multiple values of the parameter are analyzed
by using parametric sweep option which provides output on
each value for the parameter like stroke.

IV. OPTIMIZATION
Optimization of the various geometrical parameters is accom-
plished by using parametric sweep on a specific parameter.
During this optimization process, outer diameter and length
of proposed LOA are kept constant. Dimensions of differ-
ent parameters are varied and select optimum value of the
investigated parameter. The dimensions of the parameter are

FIGURE 4. FEM design of proposed topology.

compared with output parameter like thrust force experienced
by the mover, mover mass and resonance frequency. Similar
optimization technique is adopted in [3], [4], [26], where the
response of the LOA is analyzed for different values of the
parameter.

Figure 5 shows thrust force response for various values of
coil radius. LOA radius, length and all other parameters are
kept constant during this analysis. Dotted blue arrow in the
middle of coil, placed inside the figure, shows the change in
coil radius. By increasing coil radial length, number of turns
of the coil increases and hence, raise the value of magnetic
flux density through stator core. Moreover, magnetic flux
density is increased by increasing value of the current. Solid
blue and red lines of the figure show thrust force toward
+z axis for 5 A and 3 A values of the current, respectively.
For 5 A value of the DC current, optimum value of coil
radius is 26 mm. Since magnetic flux density also depends
on the value of the current and current with value 3 A,
optimal value of the coil radius is 30 mm. Similarly, for
reverse direction of the current, direction of the thrust force
becomes opposite. Doted blue and red lines show thrust force
toward −z axis. This response also shows that for 5 A value
of the current optimal value of the coil radius is 26 mm.
By reducing the value of the current, optimum value of coil
radius increases due to saturation effect in core material of
the stator. In this process, stator center core radius is also
optimized.

Second approach to optimize the proposed LOA is that
the thrust force response is recorded for different values of
stator tooth (leg) width as shown in (Figure 6). Throughout
this analysis, the total length of the stator is kept constant.
Thrust force response is verified for both direction of DC
and two different magnitudes of DC. Solid blue line shows
thrust force response toward +z axis for 5 A value of the
input DC. Dotted blue line shows thrust force response for
−5 A value of the input DC. Similarly, thrust force is plotted
for 3 A and −3 A values of the current depicted by solid and
dotted red lines respectively.Mover position at this moment is
the Mean position. In this process, stator tooth width (leg) is
optimized. Consequently, another parameter called coil width
is also optimized in this process. This figure also presents that
thrust force is optimized toward both directions of the mover.
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FIGURE 5. Coil radial length optimization.

FIGURE 6. Stator tooth (leg) width optimization.

This analysis reveals that optimum value of the stator tooth
width is 7 mm.
Reduction of the mover mass shows significant effect on

resonance frequency which leads to improve output power of
the LOA. Since mover mass is the design parameter of LOA,
it cannot reduce any more. Figure 7 shows the relationship
of mover inner radius with thrust force, mover mass and
operating resonance frequency. Outer radius R2 of the LOA
is kept constant while inner radius R1 of the mover and stator
radius are dynamic in this optimization process. Solid and
doted, blue and red lines show effect of mover inner radius
on thrust force of the LOA for DC of value 5 A, −5 A, 3 A
and −3 A respectively. From Figure 7, it is clear that there
is considerable decrease in thrust force after mover inner
radius of value 55 mm. By increasing the value mover inner
radius, thickness of the mover reduces thereby decreasing
mover mass. In this figure pink line shows the attenuation
of mover mass due to increase in mover inner radius. The
calculated value of themover mass of the LOA at 55mm inner
radius of the mover is 901 grams, whereas outer radius of the
LOA is 60 mm. Since resonance frequency is calculated by
movingmass and spring stiffness, 60 kN/m value of the spring
constant resonance frequency results in 41 Hz. Furthermore,
utilization of PM volume is also optimized in optimization
procedure.

FIGURE 7. Mover radius optimization.

FIGURE 8. Pole shoe width optimization.

Like previous optimization technique, pole shoe width is
also optimized by verifying its response in term of thrust
force. During this optimization, dimension of the pole shoe
is varied toward the coil. Only coil chamfer dimension is
varied, while all other parameters of the LOA are kept con-
stant. Figure 8 presents thrust force experienced by mover
at different values of pole shoe width for both directions of
the current. Since stroke of the LOA is dependent on pole
width of the actuator, stroke of the LOA is also optimized on
account of this procedure. This figure presents that optimum
thrust force is achieved if the value of the pole shoe width
is 13 mm.

V. FEM STATIC ANALYSIS (RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS)
Figure 9 shows the simulated view of the proposed LOA
when the coil is excited with DC of magnitude 5 A. Direction
of magnetic flux density is expressed by an arrow that is
based on the direction of the current. Figure 9(a) shows
the simulated view when the direction of current is inward
while in (Figure 9(b)) the direction of the current is outward.
In (Figure 9(a)), the direction of the force acting is left to
right. In other words, the direction of force is toward+z axis.
Similarly, in (Figure 9(b)) the direction of the force is from
right to left or toward +z axis. Legend shows the amount of
magnetic flux at various locations of the proposed LOA.
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FIGURE 9. Simulated view of the proposed LOA (a) Direction of the
current is outward (b) Direction of the current is inward.

FIGURE 10. Line graph of magnetic flux density measured in front of
stator leg.

Magnetic flux density is measured in air gap opposite to the
stator poles. Figure 10 shows the magnitude of magnetic flux
density (MFD) entering from mover to stator on both direc-
tions of the current. Red line of the figure shows magnitude
of MFD entering from mover to left stator leg. At this instant,
direction of the current is outward and mover experiences
thrust force toward −z axis, allowing more flux from mover
to stator. Similarly, when the direction of the current becomes
opposite, direction of magnetic flux density gets reverse. Blue
line shows magnitude of MFD receiving by stator at right
stator leg of the LOA. At this instant, mover tends to move
toward +z axis, allowing more flux from mover to stator.
Thus, bidirectional MFD and thrust force are produced if the
stator coil is excited by a single-phase alternating supply.

FIGURE 11. Thrust force response on different values of DC.

FIGURE 12. Thrust force on different position of the mover.

Thrust force performance of the investigated LOA for dis-
crete values of the DC is shown in the (Figure 11). In this
figure, red line shows thrust force response toward +z and
−z axis at mean position of mover. DC of range −5 A to
5 A is supplied to the winding (coil) and response of the
mover in term of thrust force is plotted in the figure. From
the figure, it is obvious that there is direct relation between
magnitude of the DC and thrust force. Slop of linear fit shows
the average change in the magnitude of thrust force due to
change in the magnitude of DC. Slop of the line called motor
constant is 200 N/A. Variation in the value of thrust force is
reduced at higher value of the DC. This reduction in variation
is due to saturation of the core materials at higher value
of the current. The same way by altering the direction of
the DC (0 to −5 A) direction of the thrust force becomes
reversed. Thrust force shown by third quadrant of (Figure 11)
is the force experienced by the mover when direction of the
current becomes opposite. Negative value of the thrust force
shows the direction of the force toward −z axis. Proposed
LOA shows identical thrust force and motor constant in both
directions (toward +z and −z) of the thrust force.

Thrust force response on distinct values of the stroke is
shown in (Figure 12). Solid blue and red lines show thrust
force response for input 5 A and 3 A value of the DC while
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FIGURE 13. Complete assembly of proposed LOA (a) Section view
(b) Exploded view.

dotted blue and red lines show thrust force response for
−5 A and −3 A values of the input DC, respectively. This
figure shows thrust response force for both directions of the
DC. For better understanding, this figure is divided in to
4 quadrants. Force associated with second quadrant helps
to displace mover from −z peak point to mean position.
First quadrant shows thrust force that helps displacing the
mover from mean position to +z peak point. Similarly, force
associated with third and fourth quadrant are opposite in
direction to force shown in first and second quadrant. This
force helps displacing the mover from+z peak point to mean
position and furthermore to −z peak point. From the figure,
it is clear there is exact contrary response of thrust force when
the direction of the current is altered. This figure concludes
that stroke of the proposed LOA is 12 mm.

VI. RESONANCE
Linear oscillating actuator reveals great advancement over
conventional actuation technique. Operation at resonance
condition is one of these improvements. Most of the linear

FIGURE 14. (a) Equivalent electrical circuit model of LOA (b) Mechanical
model of LOA.

actuators are operated at resonance frequency. There are two
types of resonance conditions: mechanical resonance and
electrical resonance that can be achieved in LOA. Significant
parameter that influences the performance of the actuator is
the highest value of the operating frequency [23]. Resonance
frequency is increased by reducing themass of themover. The
main obstacle in the design of LOA is the reduction of the
mover mass [4]. Rising the value of the resonance frequency
shows significant effect on output power of the actuator.
Furthermore, increasing the value of the operating frequency
reduces required external capacitance to achieve electrical
resonance. Operation at resonance are achieved by exciting
the coil at mechanical resonance frequency. At resonance
frequency, very less electromagnetic force is needed to per-
form its operation [5]. Furthermore, minimum electric current
is passed through coil, which yields minimum ohmic loses.
Efficiency of the actuator is high at resonance condition due
to small input power [11]. Figure 13 shows the complete
assembly of proposed LOA. Figure 13 (a) shows the section
view where mover is attached to the two resonant springs.
Mover is placed on mover support which is further attached
to the supporting rods. Figure 13(b) shows exploded view of
the assembly where every part of the assembly is shown in its
real view.

A. MECHANICAL RESONANCE
Operation at resonance is a key parameter which improves
efficiency of the LOA. Mechanical resonance is achieved by
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FIGURE 15. Resonant frequencies versus spring constant and required
capacitance.

operating LOA at mechanical resonance frequency. Mechan-
ical resonance frequency is determined by mover mass and
spring stiffness. Mover mass cannot be reduced to a great
extent, while springe stiffness of required value can be
selected. To match the value of mechanical resonance fre-
quency with electrical resonance frequency, required magni-
tude of spring stiffness can be selected. Mechanical spring
stores and releases energy when required to the system. Actu-
ator at resonance oscillates in the range of required stroke
while utilizing minimum electromagnetic force. Amplitude
and frequency of the input alternating voltage control the
magnitude of the stroke and number of oscillations per unit
time, respectively. LOA operation at resonance condition
makes the actuator secure from excessive reactive current
[24]. The relationship of resonant frequency with moving
mass and spring stiffness is given by

f =
1
2π

√
k
/
m (1)

In (1) f is the operating resonance frequency, m is the
mover mass and k is the spring stiffness. From this relation-
ship it is clear that there is inverse relation between mover
mass and operating frequency.

B. ELECTRICAL RESONANCE
LOA is a series circuit of resistance R, inductance L and
back electromotive force as shown in (Figure 14 (a)). Single
phase AC source is used to supply input loading to the
actuator. Back electromotive force is determined by motor
constant α and mover velocity ẋ. Mover velocity is calculated
by operating frequency and stroke of the LOA. Resistance
R and inductive reactance XL are the design parameters of
LOA which depend on number of turns of coil. Number
of turns are determined from wire gauge used. For creating
electrical resonance, an external capacitor XC is attached
in series. The purpose of creating electrical resonance is to
cancel out inductive reactance XL by capacitive reactance XC
and applied voltage is built across the resister. Impedance
of the circuit becomes less at electrical resonance; hence,
input power of actuator is reduced. Formula for determin-
ing required capacitance to create electrical resonance is

TABLE 2. Electrical and mechanical parameters of the LOA.

given by

C =
1

4π2f 2L
(2)

In (2), f is the operating frequency in Hz. L is the induc-
tance of the coil and C is the required external capacitance of
capacitor.

Using equation (1), resonant frequency of proposed LOA
is plotted for different values of spring constant using mover
mass of 901 grams as discussed in section 4 (Figure 15)
shows values of resonant frequency for different values of
spring constant. Since required capacitance for creating elec-
trical resonance is a function of operating frequency, using
equation (2) required capacitance is plotted for distinct values
of mechanical resonant frequencies. This figure concludes
that for springs of stiffness 60 kN

/
m mechanical resonance

frequency of the LOA is 41 Hz and required capacitance of
creating electrical resonance is 43 µF .

VII. ANALYTICAL MODELLING OF BACK EMF
Electric circuit model of the actuator shown in (Figure 14 (a))
is a series RLC circuit that is evaluated in (3) where vexc
is the applied excitation voltage of specific magnitude and
frequency, R and L are the resistance and inductance of the
coil, respectively. vbemf which is equivalent to αϑ , α is the
back emf coefficient and ϑ is mover velocity. Time dependent
current i (t) passing through coil that flows due to voltage
across the winding.

vexc(t) = Ri (t)+ L
di
dt
+

1
C

∫
i (t) d (t)+ vbemf (3)

Solving (3) in Laplace domain, amount of current flowing
through coil is evaluated by

I =
(V exc − Vbemf )s
Rs+ Ls2 + ω2

neL
(4)

where electrical resonance frequency is ωne = 1
/√

LC .
Mechanical model of the LOA as shown in fig. 14 (b)
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FIGURE 16. Voltage difference for different frequencies and motor
constant.

FIGURE 17. Voltage difference for different 0e and motor constant.

and its equivalent force model acting on the mover is
derived as

αi (t) = ma(t)+ bϑ(t)+ Kx(t) (5)

where αi (t) is the electromagnetic force, ma(t) is the inertial
force, bϑ(t) is the damping force and Kx(t) is the spring
force. m, a (t), b, ϑ (t) ,K , x(t) are the mover mass, accel-
eration, spring damping coefficient, mover velocity, spring
constant and mover displacement, respectively. Motor con-
stant is as the amount electromagnetic thrust per unit current.
Evaluating (5) in Laplace domain, expression for the current
is as

I =
ϑ

sα

(
ms2 + bs+ mω2

nm

)
(6)

where ωnm =
√
k
/
m is the mechanical resonant frequency

(MRF). Back emf constant Vs
/
m used in (3) and motor con-

stantN
/
A shows identical response in electrical and mechan-

ical system; hence, α is used for both back emf constant
and motor constant used in (3) and (5) [6]. Since current
through a coil is flowing due to difference of exciting volt-
age and back emf. Differences in these voltages are derived

FIGURE 18. Voltage difference for different 0m and motor constant.

FIGURE 19. Voltage difference for different frequencies and multiple
values of coil resistance.

using (4) and (6).

Vexc − Vbemf

=
ϑ

α

[
s2Lm+ s (Rm+ bL)

+
1
s

(
mRω2

nm + bLω
2
ne

)
+

1
s2
mLω2

p + mLω
2
t + bR

]
(7)

where Vexc−Vbemf is the difference between excited voltage
and back emf while ω2

p = ω2
nmω

2
ne and ω

2
t = ω2

nm + ω
2
ne.

Solving (7) in frequency domain, expression for voltages
difference is

Vdiff =
ϑ

α

[
bR− mLω2δmδe + jω (mRδm + bLδe)

]
(8)

where Vdiff = Vexc−Vbemf , δm = 1−02
m and δe = 1−02

e .0m
is the ration of MRF to the applied frequency while 0e is the
ratio of ERF to the applied frequency. Magnitude of voltage
difference Vdiff is∣∣Vdiff ∣∣ = ϑ

α

√
b2R2 + m2ω2δ2mZe + L2ω2δ2eZm (9)

Parameters related to mechanical design of the LOA is
represented by Zm = b2+m2ω2δ2m

/
2, while other parameters
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FIGURE 20. Current though coil at different values of excitation
frequencies.

FIGURE 21. Current though coil at different values of 0e.

related to electrical design of the LOA are symbolized by
Ze = R2+L2ω2δ2e

/
2. Mover velocity ϑ used in (9) is studied

in [25] is given by

|ϑ | =
|V |αω2
√
ϒ2 +92

ϒ = mLω2
(
1− 02

e

) (
1− 02

m

)
− ω2(bR+ α2)

9 = −mRω3
(
1− 02

m

)
− bLω3(1− 02

e ) (10)

At resonance frequency, minimum electromagnetic force
and current are required for proper operation. In order to
estimate amount of current, equation is given by

|I | =
|V |ω2
√
ϒ2 +92

√
b2 + ζ 2m (11)

where ζm = ωm(1−02
m) and |V | is the magnitude of voltage

applied. This equation produces minimum value of the cur-
rent at resonance frequency. Damping coefficient b is a design
parameter that can be adjusted by thickness of wire, material
used, length of the spring etc. Stroke of the LOA is also one
of the important output parameters of the LOA. Higher the
value of the stoke, more amount of gas compression will

FIGURE 22. Current though coil at different values of 0m.

FIGURE 23. Stroke to current ratio at different values of excitation
frequencies.

be achieved. Stroke is also resonance frequency dependent
parameter. Formula for stroke to current ratio is specified by

x
I
=

α

ω
√
b2 + ζ 2m

(12)

Stroke to current ratio of (12) has high value at resonance
frequency. At high value of stroke to current ratio, the value
of stroke is high while the value of the current will be smaller.

Circulation of current through a coil is the result of voltage
difference across the winding, and this difference is the vari-
ance between the excitation voltage and back emf. Figure 16
shows the difference between excitation voltage and back
emf for different values of excitation frequencies using (9).
From the figure, it is obvious that there is minimum differ-
ence between excitation voltage and back emf at resonance
frequency. Furthermore, this process is repeated for different
values of motor constant which shows that for higher values
of the motor constant there is an increase in resonance fre-
quency range. At frequencies other than resonance frequency,
there is large value of voltage difference. These spikes are due
to inductive nature of the coil. This figure concludes that at
resonance frequency voltage through coil is minimum.
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FIGURE 24. Calculated values of input power, output power and
efficiency of the proposed LOA.

Procedure adopted in (Figure 16) is repeated for 0e =
ωne

/
ω in (Figure 17). In this figure, voltage difference is

plotted for various values of 0e and motor constant that
presents that there is minimum voltage difference when exci-
tation frequency ω is equal to ERF ωne. This investigation
presents that operating LOA at ERF there will be least voltage
difference through coil. Moreover, effect of motor constant
is also analyzed which shows same effect as discussed in
previous analysis.

Furthermore, effect of mechanical resonance is analyzed
in (Figure 18). In this figure, voltage difference is inves-
tigated for different values of 0m = ωnm

/
ω and motor

constant. This figure presents that at mechanical resonance
condition voltage difference through coil is least. By increas-
ing value of motor constant, range of 0m increases which
increases the range of operating frequencies at fixed MRF.
Figure 16, 17 and 18 conclude that voltage through coil is
built up with least magnitude by operating LOA at resonance
conditions.

Winding resistance depends on wire diameter and length.
Figure 19 investigates voltage difference for different fre-
quencies and wire resistance. From the figure, it is clear
there is no effect of wire resistance on resonant frequency.
Whereas, spikes in voltage difference due inductive nature of
the coil is high for small value of resistance.

Since current passes through coil is due to voltage across
the winding, and this voltage is in real the voltage difference
between excitation voltage and back emf. Previously, it is
described that at resonant frequency there is least voltage dif-
ference across the coil. Due to minimum voltage difference,
current passing through coil will be minimum. Figure 20
shows current passing though coil at different values of
excitation frequencies and motor constant using (11). From
this figure it is obvious that shifting the value of excitation
frequency toward the resonant frequency there is significant
decreases in current magnitude. Moreover, it is also shown
that current change for lower value of motor constant is high,
whereas for high value of motor constant change in current
due to change in frequency is smaller. At resonance frequency
41Hz, current approaches to zero. This analysis concludes

that at resonance frequency input loading to the LOA is
minimum which will further improve the efficiency of LOA.

Same procedure is repeated for electrical resonance and
mechanical resonance conditions in (Figure 21, 22), respec-
tively. At electrical resonance condition, the ratio 0e is equal
to unity and figure shows that at 0e = 1 there is minimum
current passing through coil. Moreover, effect of motor con-
stant is same as discussed in previous figure.

Similarly, at mechanical resonance condition 0m = 1,
there is minimum current passing though coil as shown in
(Figure 22). Hence, at mechanical resonance input, power to
the LOA is minimum. Both electrical and mechanical reso-
nance are achieved by operating the LOA at 41Hz frequency
of the input alternating source. These figures further validate
the resonance phenomena in term of coil current.

Stroke to current ratio of LOA is analyzed for different
values of frequencies in (Figure 23), using (12). In this figure,
stroke to current ratio is analyzed for different values of
excitation source frequencies and motor constants. At res-
onance frequency, magnitude of Stroke to current ratio is
maximum as compared to other frequencies of excitation
source. Moreover, motor constant also plays great role at
resonance frequency in term of stroke to current ratio. Higher
the value of motor constant, stroke to current ratio of the LOA
is high. Since for the high value of the stoke, output power of
the LOA improves that will further increase the efficiency of
the LOA. This analysis concludes that, operating the LOA
at resonance condition reduces input power and improves
output power that leads to improving efficiency of the LOA.

Efficiency of the proposed LOA is calculated using math-
ematical formulas of electromagnetic force, velocity, current
and applied voltage, as discussed in [6]. The effect of reso-
nance condition on these parameters are investigated. Input
power to the LOA is determined by using the product of the
applied voltage and current passing through the coil, while
output power of the LOA is calculated by multiplying the
electromagnetic force and velocity of the mover. Response
of the LOA in terms of input power and output power is
presented in (Figure. 24). This figure presents both input and
output power of the LOA which is minimum at resonance
frequency. Furthermore, difference between input power and
output power is also minimum at resonance frequency, result-
ing in high efficiency. Beyond the resonance frequency, dif-
ference between the powers increases which reduces the
value of the efficiency.

VIII. COMPARISON WITH CONVENTIONAL
DESIGNS OF LOA
Comparison of proposed LOA with conventional designs
of LOA in terms of mover structure, volume, stroke and
motor constant is shown in (Table 2 ). Topology discussed
in [2] is moving iron (solenoid) which produces unidirec-
tional thrust force. This design is operated by pulsating DC.
Complete oscillation is made possible by using a resonant
spring attached to the mover of LOA. The stroke of this
design is 23 mm, which is more than enough for compressor
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TABLE 3. Comparison of design and output parameters of proposed LOA
with conventional designs of LOA.

in refrigeration system. Motor constant of this design is very
small (14 N

/
A). This design produces very less electromag-

netic force while volume of this topology is high. Design
considered in [4] produces bidirectional thrust force and
the stroke of oscillation is 14 mm. This design consists of
moving magnet with axially magnetized PMs used. Motor
constant of this design is 34.6 N

/
A. Structure used in [6] is

the moving magnet with radially magnetized PMs embedded
on the mover. Main defect of this design is complex mover
structure. This topology produces reciprocating thrust force
with stroke 8.8 mm. Motor constant of this design is 38 N

/
A.

Moving magnet LOA used in [8] produces linear oscillation
with stroke 10 mm and motor constant 48 N

/
A. Proposed

LOA has a stoke 12 mm and motor constant 200 N
/
A.

Improvement in motor constant is great achievement of this
design. Moreover, thrust force response of proposed topology
is very high. Furthermore, operating resonance frequency of
proposed is also feasible of refrigeration system application.

IX. CONCLUSION
An outer mover moving magnet topology of LOA for com-
pressor in refrigeration system is proposed in this paper.
Axially magnetized tubular magnet is used that is placed in
opposite direction of magnetization. 2-D axisymmetric topol-
ogy is used for indicating flux path and elaborating operation
principles. CAD model is shown for better understanding of
the proposed topology. Parametric study is focused where
all the design, input and output parameters are analyzed in
detail. Design parameters like coil radius, stator leg width and
pole shoe length are investigated in term of output parame-
ter called thrust force. Mover radius is analyzed in term of
thrust force, mover mass and resonant frequency. Rest of the
parameters are optimized by the same method. Static analysis

is performed through FEM for investigating motor constant
and stroke of the proposed LOA. Basic conditions for creating
electrical and mechanical resonance are explained. Detailed
analysis of back emf and coil current at resonance condition
is performed analytically. Proposed LOA is compared with
conventional designed LOA that shows significant develop-
ment in motor constant, thrust force and ease in fabrication.
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